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Make a hole to the penetrating part of PCV (XMake a hole to the penetrating part of PCV (X--53 penetration, 1FL, R/B), 53 penetration, 1FL, R/B), 
insert devices and conduct below investigation.insert devices and conduct below investigation.

1. Objective and items done

 Grasp the status inside the PCV and gather data directly (temperGrasp the status inside the PCV and gather data directly (temperature and water level) in order ature and water level) in order 
to supplement continuous monitoring maintenance of cold shutdownto supplement continuous monitoring maintenance of cold shutdown state.state.

 By grasping the status and gathering data using existing technolBy grasping the status and gathering data using existing technology, get basic data for future ogy, get basic data for future 
planning for investigation & research and find matters to be devplanning for investigation & research and find matters to be developed. eloped. 

【【Items doneItems done】】

【【ObjectiveObjective】】

Thermo coupleDirectly check the atmospheric 
temperature and accumulated 
water’s temperature※１

（２）

BorescopeCheck water surface in the PCV※１（３）

BorescopeCheck the status inside the PCV by 
remote visual inspection

（１）

DevicesItems for investigation

※※１１ Cannot be checked if the water level / visibility is lowCannot be checked if the water level / visibility is low
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2. Outline of the work (making a hole – checking inside 
the PCV)

①①Weld a short pipe to XWeld a short pipe to X--53 penetration53 penetration
XX--53 penetration53 penetration

N2N2 Drilling equipmentDrilling equipment
Ball valve (open)Ball valve (open)

②②Attach a valve spool and a drilling Attach a valve spool and a drilling 
equipment, and make a hole to the end plateequipment, and make a hole to the end plate

N2N2

Concrete blockConcrete block

Shielding plateShielding plate

RodRod

XX--53 penetration53 penetration

Ball valve Ball valve 
(open)(open)

Attach a shielding plate to the flange, Attach a shielding plate to the flange, 
insert a rod and drop the concrete blockinsert a rod and drop the concrete block

①①Remove the end plate and attach the Remove the end plate and attach the 
flange for the guide pipeflange for the guide pipe

②②Insert a borescope and check insideInsert a borescope and check inside

ⅠⅠ．．Making a holeMaking a hole

ⅡⅡ．．Drop the blockDrop the block

ⅢⅢ．．Check inside the Check inside the ＰＣＶＰＣＶ

End plateEnd plate

Concrete blockConcrete block

weldweld

Short Short 
pipepipe

【【drill and drop the blockdrill and drop the block】】
Work done: January 17Work done: January 17
Maximum exposure dose: Maximum exposure dose: ３．０３ｍＳｖ３．０３ｍＳｖ
Number of workers: Number of workers: ５４５４

【【check insidecheck inside】】
Work done: January 19Work done: January 19
Maximum exposure dose: Maximum exposure dose: ３．０７ｍＳｖ３．０７ｍＳｖ
Number of workers: Number of workers: ２８２８

(done on (done on 
January 17)January 17)

(done on (done on 
January 17)January 17)

(done on (done on 
January 19)January 19)

（（outsideoutside））（（insideinside））

PCVPCV

XX--53 penetration53 penetration

BorescopeBorescope

Shielding plateShielding plate

Flange for the guide pipeFlange for the guide pipe

Ball valve Ball valve 
(open)(open)

Equipment to insert devicesEquipment to insert devices

N2N2
Guide pipeGuide pipe

TCTC

WeightWeight

（（outsideoutside））（（insideinside））

（（outsideoutside））（（insideinside））
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3. Photos inside of PCV, 1F-2①
X-53

X-53

OP:12490m

Bore scope

Bore scope

CRD rail

：Shooting to this direction

Weights to pull Weights to pull 
the thermo the thermo 
couple into the couple into the 
dry welldry well

Thermo coupleThermo couple

Guide pipeGuide pipe
((inside diameter 13mminside diameter 13mm))

Inside the guide pipe located in X-53 penetration
(Before the borescope enters the PCV)Grating, 1FL 

(OP.9500)

1FL, R/B
(OP.10200)
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3. Photos inside of PCV, 1F-2②
X-53

X-53

OP:12490m

Borescope

Borescope

CRD rail

： Shooting to this direction

Structures assumed to be small size 
piping or cable conduit

PipingPiping

SupportSupport

Internal wall of PCV

DepositDeposit

UpUp

DownDown

UpUp

DownDown
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3. Photos inside of PCV, 1F-2③
X-53

X-53

OP:12490m

Borescope

Borescope

CRD rail

： Shooting to this direction

Internal wall of PCVInternal wall of PCV

GratingGrating

（（OPOP．．95009500））

Around the grating, 1FL, Dry well

Internal wall of PCVInternal wall of PCV Thermo coupleThermo couple

GratingGrating

（（OPOP．．95009500））
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3. Photos inside of PCV, 1F-2④
X-53

X-53

OP:12490m

Borescope

Borescope

CRD rail

： Shooting to this direction

Structures assumed to be pipingStructures assumed to be piping

Looking up from X-53 penetration
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② （OP10500）44.7℃

We observed similar temperature with main 
thermometers nearby.

TE-16-114D（return air D/W HVH cooler： OP10750（72°direction）

４２．６℃（10:00 AM）

TE-16-114J（supply air D/W HVH cooler：OP12150（73°direction）

４５．１℃（10:00 AM）

① （OP11500）44.7℃

③ （OP9500） 45.7℃

Temperature inside the 
PCV

Comparison with the main thermometer

4. Comparison of temperature with the main 
thermometer

X-53
OP:12490

RPV

PCV

X-53

Camera＆ＴＥ

Ｄ／Ｗ

ＨＶＨ

TE-16-114D
（Closest TE to the inserted TC

TE-16-114J

③OP:9500

①OP:11500

Thermo coupleThermo couple

TE-16-114J OP:12150

Grating OP9500

RPV

Reactor recirculation 
piping

②OP:10500
TE-16-114D OP:10750
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5. Summary

The visibility was extremely low (tens of cm) as numerous 
waterdrops were falling from above. We could not take similar 
quality pictures as Unit 5. We could see the internal wall of the 
PCV (with reddish brown deposits), part of piping, part of 
support, part of OP9500 gratings. 

We could not see the water surface in the PCV.
We assumed that the water level in the PCV was around 9500
～OP10000. But there was no water at OP9500 gratings 
(water surface was below).

The atmospheric temperature in the PCV was around 45 
Celsius. We could not check whether the thermo couple 
reached water (The measured temperature was constantly 
around 45 Celsius. We could not assess the water level from 
change of temperature.)

We could see the internal wall of PCV (with reddish brown 
deposits) and part of piping etc.
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6. Schedule
９（月） １０（火）１１（水）１２（木）１３（金）1４（土）１５（日）１６（月）１７（火）１８（水）１９（木） ２０（金）

水の有無判定（ＵＴ）

スプール溶接

穴開け（下穴）

穴あけ、ｺﾝｸﾘｰﾄﾌﾞﾛｯｸ落とし

片付け（穴あけ関連）、準備（撮影）

ＰＣＶ内撮影／温度計測

モックアップ＆習熟訓練

遮へい体設置

現地作業

モックアップMockMock--upup

Work at the siteWork at the site

PracticePractice

(M)(M) (T)(T) (W)(W) (T)(T) (F)(F) (S)(S) (S)(S) (T)(T) (W)(W)(M)(M) (T)(T) (F)(F)

Check whether there was water (UT)Check whether there was water (UT)

Place shieldingPlace shielding

Weld spoolWeld spool

Drilling (initial)Drilling (initial)

Drilling, drop the concrete blockDrilling, drop the concrete block

Cleaning (drilling), preparation (shooting)Cleaning (drilling), preparation (shooting)

Shoot inside the PCV, measure temperatureShoot inside the PCV, measure temperature
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Outline of the borescope (reference)

1000GyRadiation resistance

～100℃（air）、～30℃（water）Temperature range

10m (inserted to the PCV: 
2m)

Length of the borescope

Φ８.５mmExternal diameter of the borescope

<Specification><Specification>


